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Abstract. Static program analysis helps to answer questions about program properties such as if a given program does leak confidential information. Besides the well-known approaches using type-systems another way using dependence graphs seems to be promising. Once they are created they improve analysis precision significantly, but their creation suffers from poor performance. We evaluated the precision and scalability of dependence graph creation for object oriented languages and developed a new way to model interprocedural dependencies. This model improves time and memory consumption in some cases up to 90% while it maintains the precision of the previous model.

1 Introduction and Motivation

System dependence graphs (SDG) have been developed over the last 20 years and became a standard device to capture structures and dependencies of a program. They are the basis for multiple applications in program analysis, such as slicing [25,13], debugging [9,24], testing [1], complexity measurement [20], model-checking [6] and information flow control [5]. As their precision is crucial to the overall precision of those applications, many extensions have been proposed to improve precision of the SDG for object oriented languages [12,16,30,13,23,17,26,3,4]. Despite these efforts, the computation of precise dependence graphs is still challenging for programs exceeding a certain size, because scalability has not been their main focus.

The creation of system dependence graphs basically can be divided into 2 main parts. An intraprocedural part that covers method local dependencies and structures and an interprocedural part that models the effects on the global state of the program. The computation of the intraprocedural part is quite straightforward and has no scalability issues. Therefore we are going to focus on the phases of the interprocedural part of the computation.

The interprocedural part itself divides into 3 successive phases where each phase needs the result of the preceding phase as input for its own computations. The first interprocedural phase determines for each method which side-effects are introduced by dependencies through the globally shared heap data. When the locations on the heap have been identified the next phase is going to compute the interprocedural data flow between them. The last phase computes summaries for each method invocation showing precisely how the input of the method is going to influence the outcome of the execution and eliminates the need to look inside the method. As all phases need the results of their predecessors as input for their own computations it is quite natural that the first phase is crucial because its results influence the subsequent data flow analysis and summary computation.

In this work we evaluated the scalability of state-of-the-art precise SDG creation [4] and finally determined the model for interprocedural parameter passing that is used during the side-effect computation as the main source for huge space and time consumption. Its computation tends to take longer and consume more space the less precise the initial information about the parameters are. But in order to get precise initial information we need to apply a costly analysis of the aliasing situation in first place. This leads finally to a deadlock were either the initial information is too imprecise for the parameter model to be computed in reasonable time or the computation of the initial information itself is taking too long. As a consequence a new parameter model is introduced which removes the scalability deadlock by improving the treatment of imprecise input while maintaining the precision of the previous approach.

Both parameter models are integrated in our SDG creation tool which is based on the program analysis framework WALA [8]. We evaluated dependence graph creation under various options in a benchmark consisting of up to 22 small (100 lines of code) to medium (60000 lines of code) sized programs. Four different points-to analyses provide various levels of precision for the initial parameter information. The results indicate that precise points-to analyses in most cases have a moderate influence on the overall precision 1 (around 4%, but up to 24%) of the dependency graph while they greatly influence the runtime. In addition the chosen abstraction of the parameter passing model has a huge impact on the runtime and memory consumption.

This work consists of two main parts: The description of the new parameter passing model and the evaluation of its influence on scalability and precision of the system dependency graph computation process. Section 2 explains in detail the computation of the two different parameter passing models that were used during evaluation and reasons about their theoretical advantages and disadvantages. The evaluation results of the implementation in Java are presented in section 3. Section 4 concludes with a brief summary and an outlook on future improvements.

2 Using parameter passing to model interprocedural side-effects

Whenever a method is called it potentially alters the global state of the program and may effect computations that are executed afterwards. Side-effect analysis is applied to capture all possible changes to the global state a certain method may

1 The precision is measured through the average size of a slice in the SDG.
An obvious way to model side-effects with additional parameters is to create an additional parameter for each instruction that may access a value on the heap. This approach is also used by the SDG that comes with the WALA framework [8]. Its main advantage is that its implementation is straightforward and the computation scales quite well in theory. But it does have some drawbacks when it comes to precision and number of the additional parameters. While the computation scales very well, the number of additional parameters can become large and presents a struggle for the accessing data flow and summarization purposes.

In current SDGs, parameter passing is used to model side-effects in a context sensitive way. Points-to and type information is applied to identify additional parameter nodes that precisely model side-effects for each method. These parameter nodes abstract from real heap locations and take into account that heap data directly to create additional parameter nodes. The program on the left side is the class program as on the previous example where the operations read the value of field \( a.x \) and one writes a new value to \( a.y \). We create a new parameter for each instruction and replace the field accesses with accesses to the corresponding new parameters. The example in Figure 2 shows how heap accessing instructions may be used directly to create additional parameter nodes. The program on the left side contains three field accesses on the right side. A notable difference between this result and the one from Figure 1 is that the program has three new parameters instead of only two. Even if the instructions in line 5 and line 6 access the same field, they are two separate instructions and therefore a new parameter is created for both.

The example in Figure 1 shows how heap accessing instructions may be used directly to create additional parameter nodes. The program on the left side contains three field accesses on the right side. A notable difference between this result and the one from Figure 1 is that the program has three new parameters instead of only two. Even if the instructions in line 5 and line 6 access the same field, they are two separate instructions and therefore a new parameter is created for both.
class A {
  int x, y;
}

void change(A a) {
  int i = a.y;
  i += a.y;
  a.x = 42 + i;
}

void call(A a) {
  change(a);
}

class A {
  int x, y;
}

void change (A a, int i = a.y; i += a.y;
  a.x = 42 + i;

int i = getfield@line5;
  i += getfield@line6;
  setfield@line7 = 42 + i;
}

void call(A a) {
  change(a, IN:a.y, a.y,
      OUT:a.x);
}

Fig. 2. Using heap access instructions as additional parameter nodes.

Each node in an object tree represents a set of possible object instances of a
certain type and each child corresponds to a field belonging to the object type
of the parent. Note that nodes do not have to be unique. It is possible and also
very common that multiple nodes refer to the same set of object instances. Root
nodes of an object tree consist of object instances, whose reference is accessible
without any directions. This holds for all references stored on the stack, like
the method parameters as well as for static fields. Starting from each root node n
a child c_f is added iff one of the objects n is referring to contains a field f and f
may be accessed during method execution. The leaves of an object tree correspond
to fields of object instances whose data is never read or fields of primitive type,
who by definition do not contain any further field references.

The process of adding new children to an object tree is called unfolding. In
theory object trees have to be unfolded until only primitive typed fields or unused
objects are left. This leads to very large and potentially unlimited size of the
object tree, as data structures may be recursive. As a remedy Liang and Harrold
set an arbitrary limit to the depth of the object tree. Hammer and Snelting [4]
argued that cutting the object tree at a fixed depth is not a safe approximation
and proposed a safe unfolding criterion by using points-to information:

"A child f of node p needs not to be unfolded, iff there exists a node p' in the
path from p to the root node where p' and p have identical points-to sets and p'
already has a field f"

This criterion is used for the construction of object trees in the implementation
that is going to be evaluated.

For the computation of side-effects all operations that potentially may intro-
duce a side-effect have to be located and analyzed. In Java these are all
operations that access a field value and those are quite numerous. Before ex-
plaining the algorithm used to create object trees we will first take a look at all
operations that have to be considered during side-effect computation and how
they can be summarized and categorized.

Field accesses in Bytecode Java Bytecode contains 19 different operations
that access field values. Among those operations there are 2 for static fields, 2
for object fields, 1 for the length of an array and 14 to read and manipulate array
fields. We simplified this amount of operations and divided heap accesses into
only two categories: field references (field-get) and field modifications (field-set).
In Java Bytecode the operations accessing heap locations are static and non-
static field-get and -set operations as well as array-get and -set operations. They
are mapped to abstract field-get and field-set operations as shown in Table 1.
While field-get operations only read the value stored in a location on the heap,
the field-set operations modify the value. Besides this difference both operations
have much in common. They share three properties: a points-to set of the base
object whose field is accessed, the field itself and the points-to set of the object
field (which may be empty if the field stores a primitive type value).

The creation of object graph or object tree nodes is much more simple when
using those abstract field access operations, because the number of different cases

same field in the example. This situation becomes even more evident when those
new parameters are propagated interprocedurally.

A natural way to prevent the creation of too many similar parameters is to
search for existing similar parameters and only create a new one if none has
been found. But when are two parameters similar? The parameter models in
the following two subsections provide two different approaches to detect and
handle similar nodes. They also include logic to detect side-effects that may
not be visible outside the current method and reduce the number of parameter
nodes further. Both approaches have in common that they use points-to and
type information to support their decisions while the simple parameter model of
this section does not need any of that.

2.2 Object trees

In 1998 Liang and Harrold [13] proposed an approach to model the method side-
effects in form of object trees where each node of the tree will be used to add an
additional parameter to the corresponding method. The main idea behind this
approach is that each object o holds a set of field members f. These members
can only be accessed when a reference to the object itself is present. Therefore
o is called the base object of f. In object trees the base object is modeled as
parent of all its field members. As those members themselves may be a reference
to another base object a tree structure naturally emerges. In the example in
Figure 1 parameter a of method change is the base object for the fields a.x and
a.y.
is reduced to only two. To achieve this simplification, static field accesses have to be treated like normal object field accesses. Static accesses do not refer to an existing base object, but they are treated as if they all would refer to the same special base object with the points-to set $p_{\text{static}}$. With the additional condition that $p_{\text{static}}$ is disjunct to all other points-to sets, static accesses can be treated like normal accesses without being incorrect or losing precision.

Algorithm The algorithm used to compute side-effects using object trees basically divides into 4 steps. The first three steps build a single data structure containing information about all possibly referenced and modified object fields for each method in the program. In the fourth step this data structure is split into two parts. One containing all referenced and the other containing all modified fields. In the parameter passing model referenced fields are interpreted as additional input parameters where global data flows into the current method. Whereas modified fields are interpreted as additional output parameters where modified data leaves the method. The 4 steps are taken in the following order:

1. Build root nodes from method signature.
2. Build nodes for each heap access in the current method.
3. Propagate side-effects from callee to caller methods.
4. Extract separate $\text{mod}$ and $\text{ref}$ sets and create additional method parameters from set elements.

Object tree creation starts with a root set of nodes for each method. These nodes are derived from the signature of the method and consist of nodes for each method parameter as well as the return and possible exception value. As Java uses call-by-value-reference, method parameters can not be used to manipulate the global program state directly. But by accessing their fields they can be used as gates through which side-effects may be propagated to or introduced from the global program state. Let us consider the example program in Figure 3. The program consists of two static methods $\text{foo}$ and $\text{bar}$. Method $\text{bar}$ is calling $\text{foo}$ using the constant value 23 and a static field $s$ as method parameters.

During the second step each heap accessing operation is inspected and a set of object field candidates is emitted. Those candidates are used to add new child nodes to the object tree. A single candidate may lead to multiple additional child nodes as well as there may be no changes to the current object tree, if the structure of the tree already captures the side-effect of the candidate. Each

---

Table 1. We abstract from Bytecode operations [15] and distinguish only between $\text{field-get}$ and $\text{-set}$ operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Instruction Arguments</th>
<th>Abstraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{getfield}$</td>
<td>Base object $o$, Field $f$, Type $t$</td>
<td>$\text{field-get}(pts(o),(f,t),pts(o.f))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{putfield}$</td>
<td>Base object $o$, Field $f$, Type $t$, Value $v$</td>
<td>$\text{field-set}(pts(o),(f,t),pts(v))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{getstatic}$</td>
<td>Field $f$, Type $t$</td>
<td>$\text{field-get}(pts_{\text{static}}(f,t),pts(f))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{putstatic}$</td>
<td>Field $f$, Type $t$, Value $v$</td>
<td>$\text{field-set}(pts_{\text{static}}(f,t),pts(v))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{?aload}$</td>
<td>Array object $a$, Element type $t$, Index $i$</td>
<td>$\text{field-get}(pts(a),([i],t),pts(a[i]))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{arraylength}$</td>
<td>Array object $a$, Element type $t$</td>
<td>$\text{field-get}(pts(a),([\text{len}],t),\emptyset)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{?astore}$</td>
<td>Array object $a$, Element type $t$, Value $v$</td>
<td>$\text{field-set}(pts(a),([i],t),pts(v))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 3. Example program for side-effect computation. The Java source code is on the left side and the byte code instructions resulting from compilation are on the right side.

```java
1 class A {
2   int i;
3 }  
4
5 class B {
6   A a;
7   int x;
8
9 static B s;
10
11 static B foo(int x, B b) {
12     A a = b.a;
13     int i = b.x;
14     a.i = i + x;
15     return b;
16   }
17
18 static B bar() {
19     B b = foo(23, s);
20     return b;
21   }
22 }
```

```java
1 static B foo(int, B);
2
3 int i;
4 }  
5
6 class B {
7   getfield a // Field B.a
8   astore_2
9
10 static B s;
11
12 static B foo(int x, B b) {
13     A a = b.a;
14     int i = b.x;
15     a.i = i + x;
16     return b;
17   }
18
19 static B bar() {
20     bipush 23
21     getstatic B.s
22     invokestatic B.foo
23     astore_0
24     return
25 }
```
A field named \( f \) of the object \( x \). It can be modified by another method using \( b.a \) as its parameter.

Candidate holds information about the field that has been accessed and the operation itself. It contains the field name \( f \), the points-to set of the base object \( basePts \), the points-to set of the field reference \( pts \) and the kind of field access \( access \). An access may be either modifying \( mod \) or reading \( ref \) the field value.

\[
\text{Candidate} := (basePts, f, pts, access) : \\
\text{Points-to set} \times \text{Field} \times \text{Points-to set} \times \{mod, ref\}
\]

The points-to set of the base object \( basePts \) describes which object instances may have been accessed, while the value of \( f \) determines the field that has been accesses. Both informations are combined to identify the object field as precise as possible. The third entry contains the points-to set of the object field itself. It is not used to identify the field, but it may point to an object that is a base object for other field accessing operations. Therefore this information is crucial to recognize transitive dependencies between various field operations where one operation accesses a field that is a reference to the base object of the other operation. The fourth entry of a candidate describes the kind of the field access.

As mentioned before we divide field accesses into two basic categories: field-set and field-get operations. field-set operations modify the value of the field they access, so the access entry of corresponding candidates is set to \( mod \). The field-get operations only read the value of the field and so the access entry of their candidates is set to \( ref \). It is necessary to remember the kind of field access, as later on either new input or output parameter are created depending on this information.

A candidate is used to add new child nodes to the nodes already present in current object tree. Therefore the object tree algorithm searches all nodes that qualify as potential parent nodes for the candidate. Those are nodes that represent an object that may hold a field reference to the candidate. These nodes \( p \) of the current object tree have to be marked as referenced \( ref \), because otherwise the data they contain has never been read and so it may not have been used to access an object field. Additionally their points-to sets have to contain a location that is also referenced by the points-to set of the base object \( basePts \) of the candidate. Finally the type of the object, a potential parent node refers to, has to contain a field matching the type and name of the candidate field \( f \).

Consider again methods \( \text{foo} \) and \( \text{bar} \) of the example in Figure 3. They are analyzed intraprocedural by inspecting each instruction for potential field accesses and adding matching child nodes to the current tree. The Java source code may contain multiple instructions per line or even per expression, so we are going to argue on behalf of the corresponding Bytecode, also shown on the right side of Figure 3, to simplify the step-by-step explanation of the object tree structure computation. Starting with method \( \text{bar} \) the first field access operation is a reference to the static field \( B.s \) by \( \text{getstatic} \) in line 20. Its source code counterpart is parameter \( s \) in line 19. All static field accesses are treated like normal object field accesses to a special base object called \( \text{pstatic} \). So the candidate for the field get operation is \( \{\text{pts}(\text{pstatic}), 'B.s'; \text{pts}(B.s), \text{ref}\} \). Besides the call to method \( \text{foo} \) no more instructions with potential side-effects are found inside \( \text{bar} \). So all candidates for new child nodes in method \( \text{bar} \) have been emitted and we move on to method \( \text{foo} \). Method \( \text{foo} \) contains 3 field accessing operations, two reading a field value \( \text{getfield} \) in line 4 and line 7 of the byte-code and a single write access \( \text{putfield} \) in line 13. The first \( \text{getfield} \) in line 4 reads field \( a \) of the parameter \( b \) and the second \( \text{getfield} \) operation in line 7 reads a field named \( x \) of parameter \( b \). This leads to the corresponding candidates \( \{\text{pts}(b), 'a'; \text{pts}(b.a), \text{ref}\}, \{\text{pts}(b), 'x'; \text{pts}(b.x), \text{ref}\} \). The last field accessing instruction is \( \text{putfield} \), writing a previously computed value to a field named \( i \).
The base object of the field access is stored in the local variable \(a\) and so the resulting candidate is \((pts(a)), \text{`i'}, pts(a.i), \text{`mod}.\) All candidates for the methods \(foo\) and \(bar\) have been emitted by now and we start searching potential parent nodes for each candidate and create new child nodes for them as they are found. The set of candidates of method \(bar\) contains \((pts(p_{\text{static}}), \text{`B.s'}, pts(B.s), \text{`ref})\) as a single entry. Potential parent nodes are searched in the current object tree of method \(bar\) as shown in Figure 4. They have to refer to the same heap location as the points-to set \(basePts\ (\text{`pt} s(p_{\text{static}}))\) of the candidate. This is clearly the case for the root node \(p_{\text{static}}\). As \(p_{\text{static}}\) is the special base object for all accessors to static variables, it may hold a reference to the static field \(\text{`B.s'}\). So a new node for field \(\text{`B.s'}\) is added to \(p_{\text{static}}\). Because no other nodes in the current object tree qualify as potential parent nodes of the candidate, the creation of new child nodes for method \(bar\) is completed and we continue with method \(foo\). Each of the 3 field accessing operations in method \(foo\) emit a corresponding candidate: \((pts(b), \text{`a'}, pts(b.a), \text{`ref})\) for the field-get in line 4, \((pts(b), \text{`x'}, pts(b.x), \text{`ref})\) for the field-get in line 7 and finally \((pts(a), \text{`i'}, pts(a.i), \text{`mod})\) for the field-set in line 13. Starting with the first candidate all nodes in the object tree that may refer to the same heap location as \(pts(b)\) are potential parent nodes. Obviously the root node for parameter \(b\) qualifies as potential parent. But the root node of the return value \(p_{\text{ret}}\) qualifies also as potential parent, because \(foo\) returns the value of parameter \(b\) and thus the return value definitely refers to the same location as \(b\). Both \(b\) and \(p_{\text{ret}}\) refer to an object of class \(B\) and as class \(B\) has an attribute named \(a\) both nodes may have a child node referring to this field. Before a new child is finally added to a parameter node, we have to check if the new child is going to fulfill the unfolding criterion in order to prevent infinite and redundant structures. Children of root nodes always fulfill the unfolding criterion, because there are no nodes in between the path from the child to the root node and thus there can not be another node that has the same points-to set and refers to the same field as the candidate for the new child node. So a new child node matching the candidate is added to both nodes \(b\) and \(p_{\text{ret}}\). The second candidate of \(foo\) is a read access to the field named \(x\). Again all nodes that may refer to the same heap location as \(pts(b)\) are potential parents. As before nodes \(b\) and \(p_{\text{ret}}\) match all criteria and a new child is added to each of them. The last candidate is a modification of the field named \(i\) with \(pts(a)\) as the points-to set of the base object. There are two nodes in the current object tree that point to the same location as base object of the candidate. These are the newly created field nodes \(a\) of the parents \(b\) and \(p_{\text{ret}}\). Both field nodes represent objects of type \(A\) and thus have a reference to a field named \(i\). As the unfolding criterion is also satisfied for both nodes, new child nodes \(i\) are added to both. To denote that the field has been written the new nodes receive the subscript \(\text{`mod}.\) Figure 5 shows the object trees of \(foo\) and \(bar\) after the first iteration of the intraprocedural step.

The previous step computed the intraprocedural side-effects for each method on form of object trees. In the following third step these side-effects are propagated interprocedural. Each method call site is inspected and the side-effects of the callee are propagated to the caller method. For each non-root node \(n\) of the callee object tree a candidate is emitted. The points-to set of the parameter of \(n\) is used as \(basePts\) of the candidate. The field name \(f\), points-to set \(pts\) and type of access \(access\) are directly taken from \(n\). New nodes are added to the object tree of the caller by searching for matching parent nodes of the candidates as described in the previous step. During the interprocedural propagation for method \(bar\) all potential side-effects that may stem from method invocations inside \(bar\) are added to the current object tree. Method \(bar\) contains a single call site in line 21, calling method \(foo\). So all side-effects that may happen during execution of \(foo\), may also happen during execution of \(bar\). We accomplish this propagation through emitting a candidate for each field node in the object tree of the callee \(foo\). These candidates are used to create new child nodes in the object tree of the caller \(bar\). Figure 5 shows the current state of the object trees for methods \(foo\) and \(bar\). The candidates of method \(foo\) derived from its field nodes are: \((pts(b), \text{`x'}, pts(x), \text{`ref})\), \((pts(b), \text{`a'}, pts(a), \text{`ref})\), \((pts(a), \text{`i'}, pts(i), \text{`mod})\), \((pts(p_{\text{ret}}), \text{`x'}, pts(x), \text{`ref})\), \((pts(p_{\text{ret}}), \text{`a'}, pts(a), \text{`ref})\) and again \((pts(a), \text{`i'}, pts(i), \text{`mod})\). The points-to sets of the parameter \(b\) in method \(foo\) and the static field \(B.s\) of method \(bar\) are may-aliases because \(bar\) calls \(foo\) with the static field \(B.s\) as parameter \(b\) of method \(foo\) (Line 19 in Figure 3). So all candidates with the base-points-to set of \(pts(b)\) are added as new children of node \(B.s\) in the object tree of method \(bar\). We add two new children \(x\) and \(a\) to node \(B.s\) and the propagation continues. The next candidate belongs to the modified field named \(i\). The base points-to set of this candidate is the same as the points-to set of the newly created node \(a\), because \(i\) is a child of \(a\) in the object tree of the callee \(foo\). So a child \(i\) for node \(a\) is also created in the object
tree of method $\text{bar}$. The propagation is not finished before now. The source code in Figure 3 shows that method $\text{bar}$ stores the return value of method $\text{foo}$ into a local variable and uses this variable as its own return value. So the return value of $\text{foo}$ is definitely may-aliasing the return value of $\text{bar}$ and all candidates with the base points-to set of the return value $p_{\text{rest}}$ of $\text{foo}$ are potential children for the node of the return value $p_{\text{rest}}$ of $\text{bar}$. The two candidates with $\text{pts}(p_{\text{rest}})$ as base points-to set match these conditions. New children for field $x$ and field $a$ are added to $p_{\text{rest}}$ of method $\text{bar}$. Like before a child for the field access to $i$ is added to the newly created node $a$ and the first iteration of the interprocedural propagation is done. The final result is shown in Figure 6.

Step 2 and 3 have to be repeated until a fixed point is reached, because the interprocedural propagation may have added nodes that qualify as parent nodes of intraprocedural candidates. In our example, as the object trees of $\text{foo}$ and $\text{bar}$ changed during the interprocedural propagation phase, the intraprocedural computation has to be run again. But this time nothing has to be added to the object trees and the construction is finished.

The computed object trees contain nodes representing all possible modified and referenced object instances of a method. The final step extracts two separate trees containing only modified ($\text{mod}$-tree) or referenced ($\text{ref}$-tree) object instances. It starts with the extraction of the $\text{mod}$-tree by including all non-root nodes that have been marked as modified. Subsequently all nodes on a path from a node that is already contained in the $\text{mod}$-tree to a root node are included. The extraction is finished when no new nodes can be added to the $\text{mod}$-tree.

These nodes all nodes on the path to the $\top$ root node are included in the $\text{mod}$-tree as well, even if they are not marked as modified. The data inside those objects may have not been changed, but the data in one of their fields probably has. So if a member of an object has been changed, the object itself has been changed too. By including these elements in the $\text{mod}$-tree we remember the access path through which field accesses the side-effect may have been introduced. So we do not only know what side-effects may happen, but also how they may be introduced. The resulting $\text{mod}$-trees of the current example are shown in Figure 7.

On the other hand the $\text{ref}$-tree contains all nodes referring to data that may have been passed from the outside into the current method. Basically all nodes that could not have been used to pass data into the method in the first place have to be removed beforehand. So all nodes in the subtrees of the return value $p_{\text{rest}}$ and exception value $p_{\text{exec}}$ root nodes are removed. In contrast to method parameters and static fields the return and exception values are created inside the method and are only used to pass computed values to the outside. There is no way for them to be used to pass information into the current method. The remaining non-root nodes are used as starting point for the $\text{ref}$-tree computation. Similar to the case of $\text{mod}$-tree extraction the computation adds each non-root node marked as referenced and all nodes on the path to its root node to the $\text{ref}$-tree as in Figure 8.

By now the object tree computation is finished and we can build the parameter passing interface for each method from the resulting $\text{mod}$- and $\text{ref}$-trees. All nodes from the $\text{ref}$-tree of a certain method are used as additional input parameters as well as all nodes from the $\text{mod}$-tree are used as additional output parameters. Figure 9 shows the code of the example program from Figure 3 including all additional input and output parameters.

---

**Fig. 7.** Object trees for example program in Figure 3 containing only nodes referring to modified object instances.

**Fig. 8.** Object trees for example program in Figure 3 containing only nodes belonging to referenced object instances.
static B foo(int x, B b)
  IN: b.x, b.a
  OUT: b.a, b.a.i, p.ret.a, p.ret.a.i
{
  A a = b.a;
  int i = b.x;
  {p.ret.a.i, b.a.i} = i + x;
  return b;
}

static B bar()
  IN: B.s, B.s.x, B.s.a
  OUT: B.s, B.s.a, B.s.a.i, p.ret.a, p.ret.a.i
{
  B b = foo(23, s, IN: B.s.x, B.s.a, OUT: B.s.a, B.s.a.i, p.ret.a, p.ret.a.i);
  return b;
}

Fig. 9. Methods from the example program from Figure 3 after side-effect computation. The code shows the additional parameters that have been created.

Blowup on may-aliasing situations The computation of side-effect using the object tree algorithm has the advantage that it does not only cover side-effects in form of abstract parameters. Additionally all parameters belong to a node in the corresponding object tree and therefore the parent and child nodes of the parameter can be determined. This is useful to see through which object fields the parameter in question could have been accessed. By following the path from the parameter node upwards through the parent nodes until a root node is reached, one knows which parameter, static variable or return value caused the propagation of the side-effect in the first place.

The drawback is that for each different access path of a single field like i in method bar of the example in Figure 6 a corresponding path in the object tree is created. This results in multiple nodes in the tree that belong to the same field. As node p.ret is a may-alias of node B.s, each field that may be accessed through the static field B.s may also be accessed through the return value p.ret of method bar. Subsequently all children of one may-aliased node have to be children of all possible may-aliased nodes. Thus the more may-aliasing nodes are in the object tree, the more additional nodes have to be created.

The number of may-aliasing situations is directly related with the precision of the points-to analysis being used. The more precise the points-to analysis is, the less may-aliasing situations are found and hence less nodes have to be copied in the object tree. This is not a big issue for small programs, but analyzing larger programs is inherently difficult. In order to minimize the number of copies in the object tree, the number of may-aliasing situations has to be minimized and therefore a precise points-to analysis has to be used. But precise points-to analyses are expensive and one may not be able to analyze a large program as precise as desired. This is a dilemma.

On the other hand an imprecise points-to analysis is quite fast, but it probably leads to an expensive object tree computation due to many may-aliasing situations. On the other hand a precise points-to analysis would probably lead to a faster object tree computation, but it is itself quite expensive. In both ways the side-effect analysis using object trees is going to be expensive.

The precision of points-to analysis is not solely the reason for may-aliasing situations. It is absolutely legal to have two or more object fields in a program instance referring to the same object, thus regardless of the employed points-to analysis may-alias situations may appear. Hence a solution that deals with may-aliasing situations more efficient has to be found in order to improve the scalability of the side-effect analysis. In the upcoming section object graphs are introduced. They improve the object tree computation and scale far better for larger programs or imprecise points-to information. In contrast to object tree computation the object graph computation is faster when an imprecise points-to analysis is used. This behavior alone allows us to increase the maximum size of programs that can be analyzed by factor 2 to 6.

2.3 Object graphs

Object trees as described in the previous section model the interprocedural side-effects in form of a tree where each node represents a set of object instances of the same type. They mimic the structure of object fields in natural way, but due to the alternating fixed point computations during the intra- and interprocedural propagation phases, they lack efficiency. Additionally their scalability heavily depends on the number of may-aliasing situations found in the program and thus on the precision of the points-to analysis used.

Our goal was to create a side-effect model utilizing the advantages of object trees in terms of precision whilst improving scalability especially for programs including many may-aliasing situations. Object graphs eliminate the need to copy nodes and whole subtrees in alias situations and therefore scale better for programs analyzed with inexpensive thus imprecise points-to analyses. They also avoid the mutually alternating fixed point computation steps of the inter- and intraprocedural parts and turn the interprocedural step into a much cheaper data flow analysis problem.

Algorithm In order to prevent copying whole subtrees in alias situations, subtrees are shared among multiple parent nodes. So object graph nodes are allowed to have more then a single predecessor node. Graph nodes are very similar to candidates for tree nodes from the object tree computation. They consist of a tuple with four entries: A points-to set base.Pts pointing to objects whose field field may have been accessed. The type of field access is stored in access. Such an access may be referencing (ref) or modifying (mod) a certain field or both.
The entry \( pts \) is the points-to set of the locations the field \( field \) may be pointing to.

\[
\text{GraphNode} := (\text{basePts}, \text{field}, \text{pts}, \text{access}) :
\]

\[
\text{Points-to set} \times \text{Field} \times \text{Points-to set} \times \{\text{mod, ref}, \{\text{mod, ref}\}\}
\]

As a further optimization their successor and predecessor relations are not directly stored. They are inferred dynamically from their points-to sets, field names and object types. An object graph node \( n_1 \) is successor of another object graph node \( n_2 \) iff \( n_2.pts \) is may-aliasing \( n_1.basePts \) and \( n_2.field \) may refer to a class that has a field matching type and name of \( n_1.field \).

The computation algorithm of object graphs can be divided into 5 non-alternating main parts including an optional refinement step that improves the precision. A detailed description in form of pseudocode is available in the appendix B.2. The 5 main parts are:

1. Determine the root nodes by using the method signature
2. Build intraprocedural nodes for each heap access operation in the current method
3. Propagate side-effects interprocedurally from callee to caller
4. Refine computed side-effects by applying an escape analysis (optional)
5. Extract separate \( mod \) and \( ref \) sets and create additional method parameters from set elements.

![Fig. 10. First step of object graph computation for the example in Figure 3 showing the created root nodes.](image)

The first phase determines the set of parameter and return values that may initially be used to pass information into the method or from the method to the outside. During this phase each method is processed exactly once. The root set of object graph nodes is created from the method signature in a very similar way to the object tree computation. Nodes are created for each parameter as well as for the return and exception values. The root graph for the example program of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 10.

After the root set has been created each instruction is processed exactly once and an object graph node is created iff the instruction accesses data on the heap.

In the example program of Figure 3 this has to be done for two methods: \( \text{bar} \) and \( \text{foo} \).

Method \( \text{foo} \) contains 3 field accessing operations in lines 4, 7 and 13 of the bytecode. For each operation a matching graph node is created and added to the current object graph. The \( \text{getfield} \) instruction in line 4 accesses the field \( a \) of the object in parameter \( b \). As \( \text{foo} \) uses parameter \( b \) as return value, \( p_{\text{ret}} \) is referring to the same location as \( b \). So the predecessor of the new node \( a \) is not only \( b \) but also \( p_{\text{ret}} \). The next \( \text{getfield} \) instruction in line 7 refers to field \( x \) of parameter \( b \). So a new node \( x \) is created and again \( b \) and \( p_{\text{ret}} \) are both predecessors of \( x \). The last field access in \( \text{foo} \) is a \( \text{setfield} \) instruction in line 13. This instruction modifies the value of the field \( i \). The base object of this field is stored in a local variable and refers to the same location as the field \( a \) that has been referenced by the instruction in line 4. So \( a \) is a predecessor of \( i \).

Method \( \text{bar} \) executes only a single field access through \( \text{getstatic} \) in line 20 of the Bytecode. This operation references the static field \( B.s \). So a new node for \( B.s \) is created. As the operation accesses a static field, the root node \( p_{\text{static}} \) qualifies as predecessor.

By now all instructions potentially leading to side-effects have been processed once and the intraprocedural step is finished. The final result of this step is shown in Figure 11.

In the third phase the determined side-effects are propagated interprocedurally from callee to caller. We create candidates for each field node of the callee object graph and propagate them to all possible callers of the current method. As long as a caller doesn’t already have a matching field node for the candidate, the algorithm creates a new field node.

In the current example, we have to propagate the side-effects of method \( \text{foo} \) to method \( \text{bar} \). We create candidates for all 3 field nodes of \( \text{foo} \) and check if
In contrast to object tree construction, object graph nodes are added no matter if the current graph contains matching predecessor nodes or not. This allows us to skip the alternating computations of the intraprocedural and interprocedural phase, but it is less precise as the result of the object tree computation. The object graphs computed by the third phase are already usable but they conservatively approximate the possible side-effects, which can be improved. These object graphs may contain nodes referring to field accesses that will never be visible outside the scope of the method they belong to. These nodes can be found by searching through their predecessors in order to find a path to a node of the root set. Only if an access path from a root node to the field node exists, its value may ever be reached from outside the method itself. Otherwise the effects of the field access cannot escape the current method and can be removed from the side effect analysis. The object graphs of the current example do not contain any non escaping nodes, as a path to a root node exists for all field nodes. So the result of the refinement stays the same as in Figure 12. A further example in Figure 16 is used to explain these effects in detail in the upcoming subsection.

Method \texttt{bar} already has a field node matching one of the candidates. The first field node \texttt{x} has no matching counterpart in the object graph of method \texttt{bar}. So a new field node \texttt{x} is created. The same holds for the other two field nodes \texttt{a} and \texttt{i} of method \texttt{foo} and new field nodes in method \texttt{bar} are created for them, too. Method \texttt{bar} calls method \texttt{foo} using the static field \texttt{B.s} as parameter \texttt{b} of \texttt{foo}. So \texttt{B.s} and \texttt{b} are referring to the same location and consequently all field nodes reachable from \texttt{b} may also be reachable from \texttt{B.s}. As \texttt{b} is predecessor of \texttt{x} and \texttt{a} in the object graph of method \texttt{foo}, \texttt{B.s} is going to be the predecessor of \texttt{x} and \texttt{a} in the object graph of method \texttt{bar}. The same reasoning can be used for the return values of method \texttt{foo} and \texttt{bar}, because \texttt{bar} uses the return value of \texttt{foo} as its own return value. So each successor of \texttt{p_{ret}} in \texttt{foo} that has a counterpart in \texttt{bar} is also the successor of \texttt{p_{ret}} in method \texttt{bar}. A quick look at Figure 11 shows that fields \texttt{x} and \texttt{a} are successors of \texttt{p_{ret}}. All potential side-effects of method \texttt{foo} have been processed by now and the interprocedural phase is finished. The resulting object graphs can be seen in Figure 12.

The overall number of candidates is already determined by the field nodes that were created in the intraprocedural step, because in the interprocedural phase new field nodes are created from existing candidates. So this new field nodes do not lead to new candidates. This observation is crucial, because it allows us to compute the interprocedural propagation very efficient as a monotone data flow problem \cite{10}. A detailed description of the data flow problem for interprocedural propagation of side-effects is described in the appendix in section A. This description includes also an instantiation of the data flow problem for the current example program.
method foo the field node i is left out because it is only marked as modified. The resulting ref-graphs are shown in Figure 14.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{static B foo(int x, B b)} & \\
\text{IN: b.x, b.a} & \\
\text{OUT: \{b.pret\}.a, \{b.pret\}.a.i} & \\
\{ & \\
\text{a} & = b.a; & \\
\text{int i = b.x;} & \\
\text{\{b.pret\}.a.i = i + x\}; & \\
\text{return b; &}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 15. Methods from the example program from Figure 3 after side-effect computation with object graphs. The code shows the additional parameters that have been created.

In the last step the existing methods are equipped with additional parameters that model all possible side-effects. These methods are now side-effect free, as all their in-coming and out-going data is captured through parameter passing. The methods of the example in Figure 3 convert into the methods of Figure 15. In contrast to the code originating from the object tree algorithm in Figure 9, the code originating from object graph computation contains less additional parameters. These additional parameters were the ones that emerge from the nodes of a subtree that has been copied due to an alias situation. This shows how object graphs can help to reduce the number of additional parameters.

Enhance precision with escape analysis The fourth phase during object graph computation is the optional refinement through escape analysis. In the previous example from Figure 3 this phase had no impact on the object graphs. In general this is not the case and evaluation shows that the refinement phase leads to a precision gain of about 10-15%. We are going to illustrate this effect in the following example.

Consider the program in Figure 16 where an object A is created as local variable and never passed to the outside of method noEscape. Evaluation shows

\begin{align*}
\text{\{ & \\
\text{a} & = b.a; & \\
\text{int i = b.x;} & \\
\text{\{b.pret\}.a.i = i + x\}; & \\
\text{return b; &}
\end{align*}

Fig. 14. Object graphs for the example program in Figure 3 containing only nodes belonging to referenced object instances.

In order to get all nodes that refer to values that may have been read the ref-graph is extracted from the object graph. The elements of the resulting ref-graph will later be used to create additional input parameters, so we are only interested in nodes that represent data that may have been passed into the current method. This holds definitely not for the return and exception values, because they are created inside the method and used to pass data to the outside. So pret and pexec are cannot be part of the ref-graph. We start ref-graph extraction with all nodes of the root node set except pret and pexec. All nodes that are reachable from the current set of nodes and that are marked are referenced (ref) are also included in the ref-graph. When a root node has no successors it may be left out. In the current example in method foo we notice that root node for field b has two successor nodes x and a, both marked as referenced. So these nodes are added to the ref-graph of foo. Field a has field i as successor, but as i is only marked as modified and not as referenced, i is not included in the ref-graph. Method bar has three field nodes marked as referenced: B.s, a and x. As in
public class A {
    public int i;
    public static void noEscape() {
        A a = new A();
        a.i = 42;
    }
}

Method noEscape does not contain any calls\(^3\), so the result of the interprocedural propagation is the same as the result of the intraprocedural phase. The left side of Figure 17 shows the object graph for method noEscape that has been computed without the optional refinement phase.

When the refinement is applied all field nodes that are not on a path to a root node are removed. As the node for field \(i\) has no predecessors, it definitely does not lie on such a path. So this node is removed and the resulting graph does not contain anymore field nodes. As consequence no additional parameter has to be created for method noEscape and thus it is correctly detected that this method does not introduce any side-effects.

In general the evaluation of larger programs shows that those non-escaping nodes may introduce additional dependencies and therefore have a negative effect on the overall precision of the system dependence graph. They should always be removed as far as the precision of the points-to analysis allows us to definitely decide that they may not escape. Nevertheless, this step is optional and the object graph still remains a correct and conservative approximation of the method side-effects without the refinement phase.

3 Evaluation

We evaluated the performance and precision of SDG creation on 22 Java programs with up to 4 different points-to analyses and three different parameter passing models. The basic approach using a single parameter per instruction (section 2.1), the object tree (section 2.2) and object graph (section 2.3) model for side-effect computation. The implementation is written in Java and is based on the publicly available WALA program analysis framework\(^8\). The four points-to analyses we used can be characterized as follows.

1. Context insensitive type based: Disambiguating objects according to concrete types
2. Context insensitive instance based: Disambiguating objects according to instantiation sites
3. Context insensitive instance based with context sensitivity for Container classes: Unlimited context sensitivity for methods of objects implementing the Java Collection interface
4. Object sensitive instance based: Object sensitivity for all instantiation sites

Additionally our old SDG creation utility using a context insensitive instance based points-to analysis in combination with an object tree model, has been tested against 4 JavaCard programs of the set of example programs.

The programs were analyzed including all library methods they referenced and native methods were conservatively approximated through hand written method stubs that were analyzed instead. This is a huge difference to other approaches where parts of the runtime library are not analyzed at all \(^{28}\). As

\(^3\) We ignore constructor calls in order to keep the example simple
the Java runtime library is quite big, those parts tend also to be big and have an
ever stops impact on the runtime of the analysis. But when left out, the result of
the analysis is no longer a conservative approximation.

All tests were executed on an computer with 8x Dual-Core AMD Opteron(tm)
8220 processors and 32GB of RAM running Ubuntu Linux 7.10 with Java 6 64-
bit. The implementation itself was designed as a single threaded application and
used only one processor at a time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program name</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Joana</th>
<th>Object tree</th>
<th>Object graph</th>
<th>Wala</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CorporateCard</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>JavaCard</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purse</td>
<td>5066</td>
<td>JavaCard</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallet</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>JavaCard</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>JavaCard</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcode</td>
<td>3462</td>
<td>J2ME 2.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bExplore</td>
<td>5913</td>
<td>J2ME 2.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2MESafe</td>
<td>2237</td>
<td>J2ME 2.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeePassJ2ME</td>
<td>4984</td>
<td>J2ME 2.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneTimePass</td>
<td>1281</td>
<td>J2ME 2.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battleship</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>JRE 1.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaGrande (11 Programs)</td>
<td>4556</td>
<td>JRE 1.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√ √ —</td>
<td>√ √ —</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSQDB</td>
<td>63304</td>
<td>JRE 1.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>√ √ √</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of all programs and configurations analyzed

Table 2 shows an overview of all programs analyzed. The first three columns
contain the program name, the lines of code of the Java source and the library
used. The evaluated programs use one of three different libraries. Corporate
Card, Purse, Wallet and Safe are written for the relatively small JavaCard library containing about 500 lines of code. Barcode, bExplore, J2MESafe, KeePassJ2ME and OneTimePass use the J2ME library with about 30,000 lines of code. The rest of the programs use the standard Java 1.4 runtime library, whose size is about 100,000 lines of code. Those programs are: Battleship is a small implementation of the well known game. The next 11 programs are part of the JavaGrande benchmarking suite and share the same code base. And finally the biggest program is HSQDB, a relational database engine written in Java.

The last four columns of Table 2 show the kind of side-effect model and points-to analysis that has been used during evaluation. The column named Joana refers to our old implementation which is based on the Harpoon Framework and uses object trees and a context insensitive instance based points-to analysis. Columns Object tree, Object graph and Wala refer to the current implementation and are further divided into 4 sub columns numbered from 1. to 4. denoting the kind of points-to analysis used. The basic parameter model using a new parameter for each instruction is named WALA, because it is the default approach of the SDG that is part of the WALA framework. A “√” denotes that the program could be analyzed with the corresponding parameter model and points-to analysis, while a “—” denotes that an analysis was not possible, because it took too much space and time to compute.

The non-alternating intra- and interprocedural parts of the object graph computation as well as their formalization as a data flow analysis problem promise to improve the runtime of the side-effect analysis when compared to the object tree algorithm. In the next subsection we are going to evaluate if the predicted improvement in execution time is in fact present.

3.1 Execution time

Side-effect computation is an integral part of system dependence graph computation but it is not the only part. Other parts like the summary edge computation and the interprocedural data flow analysis use the results of the side-effect computation as input to their own computations. Therefore it is not sufficient to say that a faster side-effect computation will always lead to a faster system dependence graph computation, because the parts following side-effect computation may be slowed down due to the structure and size of their input. In order to see the effects of the different side-effect computation approaches we measured the execution time of system dependence graph creation in seconds for the programs displayed in Table 2.

Figure 18 to Figure 20 show the results of the execution time evaluation. Figure 18 contains the cumulated execution times for the SDG computation of all JavaCard programs. They include the side-effect computation, but the subsequent summary edge computation is not incorporated into this chart. The time needed for summary edge computation is shown in a separate chart on Figure 19 to make the effects of the parameter model more visible. The time needed for summary edge computation is treated separately, because it is a phase that may be slowed down due to the structure and size of their input. In order to see the effects of the different side-effect computation approaches we measured the execution time of system dependence graph creation in seconds for the programs displayed in Table 2.

Finally the chart on Figure 20 shows the combined total amount of time needed to create an SDG with summary edges. The charts are split into 3 sections, one section for each parameter passing model: The basic model using one node per instruction is named WALA, because it is the default approach of the SDG that is part of the WALA framework. A “√” denotes that the program could be analyzed with the corresponding parameter model and points-to analysis, while a “—” denotes that an analysis was not possible, because it took too much space and time to compute.

The non-alternating intra- and interprocedural parts of the object graph computation as well as their formalization as a data flow analysis problem promise to improve the runtime of the side-effect analysis when compared to the object tree algorithm. In the next subsection we are going to evaluate if the predicted improvement in execution time is in fact present.

3.1 Execution time

Side-effect computation is an integral part of system dependence graph computation but it is not the only part. Other parts like the summary edge computation and the interprocedural data flow analysis use the results of the side-effect computation as input to their own computations. Therefore it is not sufficient to say that a faster side-effect computation will always lead to a faster system dependence graph computation, because the parts following side-effect computation may be slowed down due to the structure and size of their input. In order to see the effects of the different side-effect computation approaches we measured the execution time of system dependence graph creation in seconds for the programs displayed in Table 2.

Figure 18 to Figure 20 show the results of the execution time evaluation. Figure 18 contains the cumulated execution times for the SDG computation of all JavaCard programs. They include the side-effect computation, but the subsequent summary edge computation is not incorporated into this chart. The time needed for summary edge computation is shown in a separate chart on Figure 19 to make the effects of the parameter model more visible. The time needed for summary edge computation is treated separately, because it is a phase that follows the computation of the parameter passing model and its computation time depends heavily on the result of this previous phase. Finally the chart on Figure 20 shows the combined total amount of time needed to create an SDG with summary edges. The charts are split into 3 sections, one section for each parameter passing model: The basic model using one node per instruction is named WALA, because it is the default approach of the SDG that is part of the WALA framework. A “√” denotes that the program could be analyzed with the corresponding parameter model and points-to analysis, while a “—” denotes that an analysis was not possible, because it took too much space and time to compute.

The non-alternating intra- and interprocedural parts of the object graph computation as well as their formalization as a data flow analysis problem promise to improve the runtime of the side-effect analysis when compared to the object tree algorithm. In the next subsection we are going to evaluate if the predicted improvement in execution time is in fact present.

3.1 Execution time

Side-effect computation is an integral part of system dependence graph computation but it is not the only part. Other parts like the summary edge computation and the interprocedural data flow analysis use the results of the side-effect computation as input to their own computations. Therefore it is not sufficient to say that a faster side-effect computation will always lead to a faster system dependence graph computation, because the parts following side-effect computation may be slowed down due to the structure and size of their input. In order to see the effects of the different side-effect computation approaches we measured the execution time of system dependence graph creation in seconds for the programs displayed in Table 2.

Figure 18 to Figure 20 show the results of the execution time evaluation. Figure 18 contains the cumulated execution times for the SDG computation of all JavaCard programs. They include the side-effect computation, but the subsequent summary edge computation is not incorporated into this chart. The time needed for summary edge computation is shown in a separate chart on Figure 19 to make the effects of the parameter model more visible. The time needed for summary edge computation is treated separately, because it is a phase that follows the computation of the parameter passing model and its computation time depends heavily on the result of this previous phase. Finally the chart on Figure 20 shows the combined total amount of time needed to create an SDG with summary edges. The charts are split into 3 sections, one section for each parameter passing model: The basic model using one node per instruction is named WALA, the object tree model is labeled Tree and the object graph model is named Graph. Each section shows 4 bars, where each bar denotes the result under a particular points-to analysis. The context insensitive type based analysis is labeled Type based, the context insensitive instance based analysis is labeled Instance based, the context sensitive instance based analysis with context sensitivity for container classes is labeled Context for container and finally the object sensitive instance based analysis is labeled Object sensitive.
The execution time of the SDG computation without summary edges in Figure 18 consists mainly of the time of the call graph and points-to analysis construction and the following computation of the side-effects. The basic parameter model in the left section shows notable differences between the type based and instance based as well as between the instance based and object sensitive points-to analysis, despite the number and computation of additional parameters should be the same in all cases. The first gap between the type based and instance based approach can be explained through the additional time the more precise instance based points-to analysis needs to compute. This is also a reason for the bigger gap between instance based and object sensitive points-to analysis, but its not the only reason. The WALA framework implements context sensitivity through method cloning. There may be multiple instances of the same method, if they are executed in a different context. So context sensitivity increases the number of method instances and thus also the number of additional parameter nodes. This leads also to an extended runtime of the parameter model computation. In most cases the object graph parameter model is computed in the shortest amount of time. Only with the object sensitive points-to analysis the computation is taking longer then the object tree and the basic parameter model. Theoretically the basic parameter model should be the fastest algorithm, but in fact it is taking quite long to build. The number of parameter nodes that have to be created is almost twice as much as for the object graph model. This seems to slow down the computation. Another reason is that the implementation of this parameter model is taken directly from the Wala framework and may lack some performance tweaks. However in the case of the imprecise type based points-to analysis the basic model is nevertheless faster than the object tree model, that is slowed down by many aliasing situations. As long as the object sensitive points-to analysis is not used, the object graph model is the model to choose for fast computation times.

But the Evaluation showed also that in some cases it is not sufficient to use the parameter model that can be computed in the fastest way, because its result may slow down the following analyses. We observed this scenario for example when the basic parameter per instruction model is combined with the context insensitive instance based points-to analysis. Where the computation of the SDG without summary edges has been almost as fast as the computation using the less precise class based points-to analysis, but the summary edge computation, see Figure 19, took almost eight times longer, although the number of generated parameter nodes is almost identical. These kind of effects are hard to foresee and show that the runtime of the summary edge computation is not determined alone by the number of parameter nodes. There may also be effects that take a huge number of iterations to propagate through the whole graph and slow down the fixed point computation. The chart in Figure 20 supports the previous remarks that object tree computation scales worse for imprecise points-to analyses, like the context free class based or instance based analyses.
In general we observed a huge difference in the execution time of the analysis while the precision of the resulting graphs did only slightly improve. In most cases the object tree and also the basic one node per instruction parameter model lead to a runtime that is 2 to 10 times slower than the object graph model. But as Figure 19 shows, the execution time of the summary edge computation for graphs using the object tree model is steadily decreasing when the precision of the points-to analysis increases. This is because the size of the object trees and thus the number of additional parameters decrease when the points-to analysis is more precise, as less may-aliasing situations appear. So in Figure 20 a turnaround finally occurs when the object sensitive points-to analysis is used and the object tree model outperforms the object graph model. The increased runtime of the graph based approach can be explained through the huge number of field nodes created, leading to a much longer runtime of the summary edge computation. The more distinguishable points-to sets exist the more field nodes are potentially created in the object graph approach while the object tree approach only supports one child node per field and simply merges field nodes that have the same parent but different points-to sets.

![Runtime of SDG computation with summary edges](image)

**Fig. 20.** Cumulated execution time in milliseconds of the system dependence graph creation and summary edge computation. Four different points-to analyses from simple context insensitive class based to object sensitive instance based show the effect of points-to analysis precision on the execution time.

3.2 Precision

In the previous subsection we showed how the runtime of system dependence graph creation is affected by different parameter models and through various points-to analyses. This section focuses on the question if a longer runtime automatically results in an equal large gain in precision and which configuration provides the best trade-off between short runtime and high precision. Therefore we measured the gain or loss of precision of the system dependence graphs that have been created under various configurations.

![Average size of program slices](image)

**Fig. 21.** Average size of program slices for the JavaCard examples under various points-to and side-effect configurations.

One way to measure the precision of a system dependence graph is by counting the average number of nodes contained in a program slice [2,18,14]. A program slice contains a subset of all nodes of the system dependence graph. Those nodes represent program statements that may be influenced by the so called slicing criterion. The slicing criterion itself is also a set of nodes of the system dependence graph. The computation of those slices is a very common application for system dependence graphs and has been explained in detail in various publications [7,20,25,13,11].

A slice is a conservative approximation of all statements that potentially influence the slicing criterion and it is computed directly from the system dependence graph. The more precise the dependency graph is the less nodes are contained in average in a slice. More nodes per slice reads as more possible de-
pendencies and therefore less precision, so a low average is desirable. In order to compute an average that can be compared among the different parameter models only nodes belonging to concrete program statements were considered relevant and especially no parameter nodes were taken into account. Each relevant node is used as a discrete slicing criterion and a program slice is computed using the context sensitive two phase slicing algorithm from Horwitz, Reps and Binkley [7]. The precision is displayed as percentage of the average number of relevant nodes in those slices compared to the total number of relevant nodes in the system dependence graph.

Figure 21 shows the average precision of the system dependence graphs of all JavaCard programs from the set of example programs on Figure 2. These programs were analyzed with all available points-to analysis and side-effect models. The chart is grouped into three regions, where the left region contains all results using basic parameter model, the middle region contains the results of the object tree model and the right region contains all results using the object graph model. For each points-to analysis a different bar color is used. Our old SDG implementation that uses a context free instance based points to analyses and the object tree side-effect model shows an average precision of about 61% for the JavaCard test cases. This percentage seems to be quite good when compared to the precision of the object tree model of the current implementation, but they cannot be directly compared as the old implementation uses a different intermediate representation that is more verbose in certain parts. Constant declarations for example are explicitly present as instructions in the intermediate representation of the Harpoon Framework used by the old implementation. The intermediate representation of the Wala framework has an integrated constant propagation and does not contain instructions for constant field declarations.

The results of the system dependence graphs using the object tree computation are about 10% less precise then the ones using object graphs while the precision of the basic model is in between. In general the difference between the parameter models is by far greater then the difference between the points-to analyses. This may be explained through the nature of the JavaCard programs. As the JavaCard programs and the JavaCard library are though to run on tiny smart cards with only limited resources, they try to save memory and create new objects very rarely. Because only few objects are used in those programs, the precision of the points-to analysis has no huge effect on the overall precision of the system dependence graph. However a gain of 3-5% from the imprecise type based context free approach to the more precise instance based object sensitive approach is still present.

For the same reason, almost no difference in precision is found when the optional refinement phase of the object graph model is left out. Only few objects are used inside JavaCard programs and even less are used only for internal computations, so the refinement has almost no effect. But this is not always the case. For larger programs like the examples of the JavaGrande benchmark suite the effect of the refinement phase and the effect of different points-to analyses is very visible. In Figure 22 the differences between the Graph (no refine) region in the middle and the Graph region on the right show a gain of almost 20% in precision for object graphs with the optional refinement and the instance based points-to analysis. For a less precise points-to analysis like the type based approach the gain is still quite big but with about 14% it is not as huge as for the more precise points-to analyses. This effect is even bigger for the object tree approach, which applies an escape analysis implicitly during computation. In the Tree region on the left side of the chart the difference between the imprecise type based and the more precise instance based points-to analyses is about 24%. This clearly shows that the escape analysis that is implicitly used by object trees and explicitly used by object graphs depend largely on the precision of the points-to analysis.

The largest programs of the evaluation are HSQLDB and the programs using the JavaME framework. Because of their size we were only able to compute a system dependence graph for them using the object graph model and the two least precise points-to analyses. The average program slice of SDGs created with the type based context free points-to analysis contains about 71% of all relevant nodes and the about 68% for the more precise instance based context free points-to analysis. The difference between the type based and the instance based context free analysis is a gain of about 3% in precision while the runtime almost doubled. More precise points-to analyses could not be used because the points-to computation itself did not finish in a reasonable time frame. With the less precise points-to analyses that worked for the object graph the object tree propagation consumed too much time and memory, so no results could be retrieved. The basic parameter model used by the Wala framework did also not

Fig. 22. Average size of program slices of the examples from the JavaGrande benchmark suite.

### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Instance based</th>
<th>Context for Container</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wala</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph (no refine)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Slicing precision of JavaGrande examples with exceptions |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type based</th>
<th>Instance based</th>
<th>Context for Container</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wala</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph (no refine)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
finish in time. It seems to create too much additional parameter nodes in order to be useful for the analysis of larger programs. This shows clearly that object graphs are the better choice when analyzing larger programs as they can deal with imprecise points-to analyses more efficiently.

In general it seems quite strange that more precise points-to analyses do not seem to have such a big effect on the overall precision of a system dependence graph. In case of the JavaGrande examples the move from type based to instance based points-to analysis did have an effect but only when it is combined with the application of an escape analysis it becomes more visible. The HSQLDB and the J2ME examples however only show a gain in precision of about 3% which is quite small when compared to the gain of up to 24% in the JavaGrande examples. This can be explained through the nature of the programs in the JavaGrande benchmark suite. Those programs compute mathematical problems. The computation mostly takes place inside a particular method and this method creates instances of helper classes that support the computation. But the references to those helper classes are never passed to the outside. The escape analysis is able to detect them when a sufficient precise points-to analysis is used and the effect is the quite huge gain in precision. The HSQLDB and J2ME examples however do not mainly run method local computations. They have a more global structure were data is passed and modified through larger parts of the program. They simply do not have as many non-escaping objects inside their methods and so the escape analysis does not detect as many as in the JavaGrande programs.

While the effect of the different points-to analyses has been smaller than expected the evaluation shows that the influence of control flow and data flow through exceptions is by far greater. Figure 23 contains the chart for the JavaGrande examples that were analyzed without incorporating the effects of exceptions. This chart can be directly compared to the chart in Figure 22 that shows the results of the same programs including the effect of exceptions. In theory almost any Java Bytecode operation may throw an exception, even if this is very rarely the case in practice. Especially all field accessing instructions potentially throw a NullPointerException whenever the referenced base object does not exist. In certain situations it is impossible for such an exception to occur, as the base object definitely exists. Simply consider two field-get operations that are executed directly one after the other and refer to the same base object. The second field-get operation can only be executed iff the base object exists, as the first field-get instruction otherwise would have already thrown a NullPointerException and the second operation would have never been executed. Our analysis currently ignores this kind of situations were exceptions can definitely not occur and instead use the conservative approximation that an exception may always be raised.

Comparing the results from Figure 23 to Figure 22 we see that the average size of the program slices without the effect of exceptions almost decreased to half of their original size. Because of this observation we strongly suggest that a more precise analysis of the effects of exceptions will be very beneficial to overall precision of the system dependence graph.

![Slicing precision of JavaGrande examples ignoring exceptions](image1)

**Fig. 23.** Average size of program slices of the JavaGrande examples without considering the effects of exceptions.

![Slicing precision of JavaCard, JavaGrande and Battleship examples](image2)

**Fig. 24.** Average size of program slices of the JavaCard, JavaGrande and Battleship examples with and without considering the effects of exceptions.
4 Summary and Outlook

We have shown that side-effect computation has a large impact on the precision and scalability of system dependence graph computation. Some approaches provide a better balance between precision and scalability with respect to the size of the program analyzed. However, the best trade-off between precision and scalability is not always obvious, and the right approach depends on the specific program and the analysis goals.

The precision gained through more precise side-effect analyses has been smaller than expected in most cases. However, the step from the context-free to the context-sensitive analysis showed the biggest benefits. The precision improvement for the overall analysis was significant for larger programs. All other analyses have been limited by the size of the program and its dependencies. The scalability of context-sensitive side-effect analyses and the side-effect computation models is currently a limiting factor for larger programs. Bradley and Lam showed that context-sensitive side-effect analyses are possible for larger programs.

The precision gained through more precise side-effect analyses has been smaller than expected in most cases. However, the step from the context-free to the context-sensitive analysis showed the biggest benefits. The precision improvement for the overall analysis was significant for larger programs. All other analyses have been limited by the size of the program and its dependencies. The scalability of context-sensitive side-effect analyses and the side-effect computation models is currently a limiting factor for larger programs. Bradley and Lam showed that context-sensitive side-effect analyses are possible for larger programs.

This suggests a new approach to side-effect analysis: a hybrid approach that combines the strengths of both context-free and context-sensitive analyses. The approach could be further improved by integrating it with other analysis techniques, such as type inference and alias analysis.

5 References

A Interprocedural propagation as data flow problem

A data flow problem consists of a graph, a lattice of values, a transfer function for each node of the graph and a join operator.

\[
\text{CallGraph} := \{(m_1, m_2) \mid m_1, m_2 \in \text{Methods} \wedge m_1 \text{ may call } m_2\}
\]
\[
\text{Candidates} := \{c \mid \exists m \in \text{Methods}, i \in \text{Instructions of } m : c \text{ is candidate of } i\}
\]
\[
\text{in}(m) = \bigcup_{m' \in \text{CallGraph}} \text{out}(m') \mid (m, m') \in \text{CallGraph}
\]
\[
\text{out}(m) = \text{f}_m(\text{in}(m))
\]
\[
\forall m \in \text{Methods} : \text{f}_m(X) : \text{Candidates} \rightarrow \text{Candidates} = \text{gen}(m) \cup (X \setminus \text{kill}(m))
\]
\[
\text{gen}(m) : \text{Methods} \rightarrow \text{Candidates} = \{i \in \text{Instructions of } m : c \text{ is candidate of } i\}
\]
\[
\text{kill}(m) : \text{Methods} \rightarrow \text{Candidates} = \emptyset
\]

In the case of interprocedural propagation of side-effects for the object graph algorithm the graph used for the propagation of the data flow properties is the call graph. A standard call graph contains a node for each method in the program and edges between them iff a call may occur. The lattice of values is the powerset of all candidates with \(\subseteq\) as relation and set unification is used as join operator. The transfer functions \(f_m\) are built as usual from the \(\text{kill}\) and \(\text{gen}\) sets of each method. Where the \(\text{gen}\) set contains all candidates that are created directly from the instructions of the current method and the \(\text{kill}\) sets stay empty.

The goal of the data flow analysis is to find a fixed point for the \(\text{in}\) and \(\text{out}\) functions of each method. This is achieved by setting the result of all \(\text{in}\) function initially to \(\emptyset\) and then iterate the functions until the results of \(\text{in}\) and \(\text{out}\) do not change anymore.

A.1 Instantiation for the example program

For the example of Figure 3 the data flow problem instantiation is as follows.

\[
\text{CallGraph} = \{(\text{bar}, \text{foo})\}
\]
\[
\text{Candidates} = \{(\text{pts}(\text{b}), \text{a}, \text{pts}(\text{b.a}), \text{ref}), (\text{pts}(\text{b}), \text{'x'}, \text{pts}(\text{b.x}), \text{ref}), (\text{pts}(\text{a}), \text{'i'}, \text{pts}(_{\text{a.i}}), \text{mod}), (\text{pts}(\text{pstatic}), \text{B.s}), \text{pts}(\text{B.s}), \text{ref})\}
\]
\[
\text{gen}(\text{foo}) = \{(\text{pts}(\text{b}), \text{'a'}, \text{pts}(\text{b.a}), \text{ref}), (\text{pts}(\text{b}), \text{'x'}, \text{pts}(\text{b.x}), \text{ref}), (\text{pts}(\text{a}), \text{'i'}, \text{pts}(_{\text{a.i}}), \text{mod})\}
\]
\[
\text{gen}(\text{bar}) = \{(\text{pts}(\text{pstatic}), \text{B.s}), \text{pts}(\text{B.s}), \text{ref})\}
This leads to the transfer functions \( f_{\text{foo}} \) and \( f_{\text{bar}} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_{\text{foo}}(X) &= \{(pts(b), 'a', pts(b.a), ref), (pts(b), 'x', pts(b.x), ref), \}
  &\quad (pts(a), 'i', pts(a.i), \text{mod}) \cup X \\
  f_{\text{bar}}(X) &= \{(pts(p_{\text{static}}), 'B.s', pts(B.s), ref)\} \cup X
\end{align*}
\]

The initial set-up of the fixed point computation for the \textit{in} and \textit{out} functions is:

\[
\begin{align*}
in_1(\text{foo}) &= \emptyset \\
out_1(\text{foo}) &= f_{\text{foo}}(in_1(\text{foo})) = f_{\text{foo}}(\emptyset) \\
&= \{(pts(b), 'a', pts(b.a), ref), (pts(b), 'x', pts(b.x), ref), \}
  &\quad (pts(a), 'i', pts(a.i), \text{mod}) \\
in_1(\text{bar}) &= \emptyset \\
out_1(\text{bar}) &= f_{\text{bar}}(in_1(\text{bar})) = f_{\text{bar}}(\emptyset) \\
&= \{(pts(p_{\text{static}}), 'B.s', pts(B.s), ref)\}
\end{align*}
\]

After the first iteration of the fixed point computation the results change.

\[
\begin{align*}
in_2(\text{foo}) &= \bigcup_{m'} \{ (\text{foo}, m') \mid (\text{foo}, m') \in \{(\text{bar}, \text{foo}) = \emptyset = in_1(\text{foo}) \}
  &\quad \{(pts(b), 'a', pts(b.a), ref), (pts(b), 'x', pts(b.x), ref), \}
  &\quad (pts(a), 'i', pts(a.i), \text{mod}) \}
  &\quad \bigcup \{ (\text{foo}, m') \mid (\text{foo}, m') \in \{(\text{bar}, \text{foo}) = \emptyset = out_1(\text{foo}) \}
  &\quad \{(pts(b), 'a', pts(b.a), ref), (pts(b), 'x', pts(b.x), ref), \}
  &\quad (pts(a), 'i', pts(a.i), \text{mod}) \}
\end{align*}
\]

Another iteration reveals that the fixed point has been reached.

\[
\begin{align*}
in_3(\text{foo}) &= \emptyset = in_2(\text{foo}) = in_1(\text{foo}) \\
in_3(\text{bar}) &= \emptyset = out_2(\text{foo}) = out_1(\text{foo}) = in_2(\text{bar}) \\
out_3(\text{foo}) &= f_{\text{foo}}(in_3(\text{foo})) = f_{\text{foo}}(in_1(\text{foo})) = out_1(\text{foo}) \\
out_3(\text{bar}) &= f_{\text{bar}}(in_3(\text{bar})) = f_{\text{bar}}(in_2(\text{bar})) = out_2(\text{bar})
\end{align*}
\]

All side-effects have been propagated and after creating the appropriate object graph field node for each candidate, the object graphs look like in Figure 12.

### B Pseudocode

#### B.1 Object tree computation

In our implementation a node \( n \) consists of a link to its parent node \( n.\text{parent} \), a field name \( n.\text{field} \) and a points-to set \( n.\text{pts} \) describing which locations the field may reference. The point-to set of the base object for field \( n.\text{field} \) can be accessed through the parent object \( n.\text{parent.pts} \).

```plaintext
procedure emit_root
IN: Method m
OUT: Objecttree t
begin
  t = empty Objecttree
  Add root node \( \top \) to t
  for all parameters \( p \) of \( m \) do
    Add mod and ref node for \( p \) as child of \( \top \) to t
  done
  Add \( p_{\text{static}} \) mod and ref node as child of \( \top \) to t
  return t
end

procedure emit_from_instruction
IN: Instruction i
OUT: Set of emitted candidates candidates
begin
  if \( i \) is a field access then
    Create new candidate candidate
    if \( i \) is a static field access then
      candidate.basePts = \( p_{\text{static}}.pts \)
    else
      candidate.basePts = \( i.\text{basePts} \)
    fi
    candidate.field = \( i.\text{field} \)
    candidate.pts = \( i.\text{pts} \)
  if \( i \) is a field-get operation then
    candidate.access = ref
  else
    candidate.access = mod
  fi
  Add candidate to candidates
  fi
  return candidates
end
```

```plaintext
procedure emit_from_tree
IN: Objecttree t
OUT: Set of emitted candidates candidates
begin
  for all nodes \( n \in t \) do
    if \( n \neq \top \) and \( n.\text{parent} \neq \top \) then
      Create new candidate candidate
      candidate.basePts = \( n.\text{parent.pts} \)
      candidate.field = \( n.\text{field} \)
    fi
  done
end
```
candidate.pts = n.pts
candidate.access = n.access
Add candidate to candidates
fi
done
return candidates
end

procedure coalesce
IN: Objecttree t, Set of emitted candidates candidates
OUT: Objecttree t'
begin
  t' = copy of t;
  for all candidates i ∈ candidates, ref−nodes p ∈ t do
    if p.pts is may−aliasing i.basePts and p.field may have a child field i.field and the unfolding criterion holds then
      if p has no child for field i.field then
        Add i as child of p to g'
      else
        Get child c of p for field i.field
        c.pts = c.pts ∪ i.pts
      fi
    fi
  done
return t'
end

procedure adjust_local_interface
IN: Method m, Objecttree t
OUT: Objecttree t'
begin
  t' = copy of t
  repeat
    for all instructions i ∈ m do
      t' = coalesce(t', emit_from_instruction(i))
    done
  until t' does not change anymore
return t'
end

procedure build_objecttree
IN: Method m
OUT: Objecttree t_m
begin
  for all methods m' reachable from m in the call graph do
    Objecttree t_m' = emit_root(m')
    t_m' = adjust_local_interface(m', t_m')
  done

repeat
  for all methods m_1, m_2 reachable from m in the call graph do
    if m_1 → m_2 in call graph then
      t_m_1 = coalesce(t_m_1, emit_from_tree(t_m_2))
      t_m_1 = adjust_local_interface(t_m_1)
    fi
  done
until nothing changes anymore

return t_m
end

procedure extract_mod−tree
IN: Objecttree t
OUT: Objecttree t_mod
begin
  t_mod = empty tree
  for all nodes f in mod−nodes of t do
    if f is field node then
      add f to t_mod
      add all nodes on the path from f to ⊤ in t to t_mod
    fi
  done
return t_mod
end

procedure extract_ref−tree
IN: Objecttree t
OUT: Objecttree t_ref
begin
  t_chop = copy of t
  remove p_ret, p_exc and all their children from t_chop
  t_ref = empty tree
  for all nodes f in ref−nodes of t_chop do
    if f is field node then
      add f to t_ref
      add all nodes on the path from f to ⊤ in t to t_ref
    fi
  done
end

procedure build_objecttree
IN: Method m
OUT: Objecttree t_m
begin
B.2 Object graph computation

procedure emit_root
IN: Method \textit{m}
OUT: Objectgraph \textit{g}
begin
\textit{g} = empty Objectgraph
Add root node \(\top\) to \textit{g}
for all parameters \(p\) of \textit{m} do
\text{Add mod and ref node of } p \text{ with } p.\text{basePts} = \top.\text{pts} to \textit{g}
done
Add \(p_{\text{static}}\) mod and ref node with \(p_{\text{static}}.\text{basePts} = \top.\text{pts}\) to \textit{g}
return \textit{g}
end

procedure emit_from_instruction
IN: Instruction \textit{i}
OUT: Set of emitted nodes \textit{candidates}
begin
if \textit{i} is a field access then
Create new candidate \textit{candidate}
if \textit{i} is a static field access then
\textit{candidate}\.basePts = \(p_{\text{static}}.\text{pts}\)
else
\textit{candidate}\.basePts = \(i.\text{basePts}\)
\textit{candidate}\.field = \(i.\text{field}\)
\textit{candidate}\.pts = \(i.\text{pts}\)
fi
if \textit{i} is a field-get operation then
\textit{candidate}\.access = ref
else
\textit{candidate}\.access = mod
fi
Add \textit{candidate} to \textit{candidates}
done
return \textit{candidates}
end

procedure build_local_interface
IN: Method \textit{m}, Objectgraph \textit{groot}
OUT: Objectgraph \textit{g}
begin
\textit{g} = \textit{groot}
for all instructions \(i\) ∈ \textit{m} do
\textit{g} = \textit{g} \cup \text{emit_from_instruction}(\textit{i})
done
return \textit{g}
end

procedure prune_non_escaping
IN: Objectgraph \textit{g}
OUT: Objectgraph \textit{g}'
begin
\textit{g}' = empty Objectgraph
repeat
for all nodes \(n\) ∈ \textit{g} do
if \(n = \top\) then
add \(n\) to \textit{g}'
else if \(\exists n' \in \textit{g}' : n'.\text{pts} \cap n.\text{basePts} = \emptyset\)
and \(n'.\text{field}\) may have a child field \(n.\text{field}\) then
add \(n\) to \textit{g}'
fi
done
until \textit{g}' does not change anymore
return \textit{g}'
end

procedure build_objectgraph
IN: Method \textit{m}
OUT: Objectgraph \textit{g}
begin
for all methods \(m'\) reachable from \textit{m} in the call graph do
Objectgraph \(g'_{\text{root}} = \text{emit_root}(m')\)
Objectgraph \(g_{m'} = \text{build_local_interface}(m', g'_{\text{root}})\)
done
repeat
for all methods \(m_1, m_2\) reachable from \textit{m} in the call graph do
if \(m_1 \rightarrow m_2\) in call graph then
\textit{g}_{m_1} = \textit{g}_{m_1} \cup (g_{m_2} \setminus g'_{m_2})
fi
done
until nothing changes anymore
\textit{g} = \text{prune_non_escaping}(\textit{g}_{m})
return \textit{g}
end